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Figure 1: Outputs of the mobile app Pictory that combines the results of a feed-forward NST [Johnson et al. 2016] with image
filtering to inject paint characteristics (here: watercolor, oil paint). Content image by Frank Köhntopp is in the public domain.

ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

This work presents Pictory, a mobile app that empowers users to
transform photos into artistic renditions by using a combination of
neural style transfer with user-controlled state-of-the-art nonlinear
image filtering. The combined approach features merits of both
artistic rendering paradigms: deep convolutional neural networks
can be used to transfer style characteristics at a global scale, while
image filtering is able to simulate phenomena of artistic media
at a local scale. Thereby, the proposed app implements an interactive two-stage process: first, style presets based on pre-trained
feed-forward neural networks are applied using GPU-accelerated
compute shaders to obtain initial results. Second, the intermediate
output is stylized via oil paint, watercolor, or toon filtering to inject characteristics of traditional painting media such as pigment
dispersion (watercolor) as well as soft color blendings (oil paint),
and to filter artifacts such as fine-scale noise. Finally, on-screen
painting facilitates pixel-precise creative control over the filtering
stage, e. g., to vary the brush and color transfer, while joint bilateral upsampling enables outputs at full image resolution suited for
printing on real canvas.

• Computing methodologies → Non-photorealistic rendering; Image processing;
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MOTIVATION

Image-based artistic rendering (IB-AR) enjoys a growing popularity in mobile expressive rendering [Dev 2013; Winnemöller 2013]
to simulate the appeal of traditional artistic styles and media for
visual communication [Kyprianidis et al. 2013; Rosin and Collomosse 2013] such as oil paint, watercolor, and cartoon. Classical
IB-AR paradigms typically simulate their characteristics and phenomena by a feature-level engineering approach, e. g., to locally
direct the smoothing and adjustment of image colors via filtering. A
more generalized approach has been introduced by the architecture
engineering approach of deep learning, which activates layers of
pre-trained deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to match
content and style statistics, and thus perform a neural style transfer
(NST) between arbitrary images [Gatys et al. 2016]. While first
applications demonstrate the practicability of NSTs by the example
of color and texture transfers as well as casual creativity apps (e. g.,
Prisma), local effects and phenomena of traditional artistic media
at high-fidelity and resolution are still hard to reproduce.
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Figure 2: Results produced for an input image with a resolution of 2, 048 × 2, 048 pixels. The low-resolution NST result (512 × 512
pixels) is used with the high-resolution input for flow-based joint bilateral upsampling (FJBU). Afterward, post-process image
filtering is performed to locally inject paint characteristics. Content image by Redd Angelo is in the public domain.
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